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RHS STUDENT ARTISTS
By: Molly Freeman

Rain LaMont

Photo Courtesy of: Rain LaMont

Rain LaMont is a crazy talented artist!

Especially in ceramics! In her first ceramics

class she [was tasked with making a box with a

lid] and Rain tried multiple times to get it right

and now she has a masterpiece. When i asked

why she makes art and what keeps her

motivated she stated ¨It's something i just do.

It's like eating, you have to.¨ She started in 4th

grade then got her first sketch pad from her

grandparents and is now on her 29th.

Dustin Smith

Photo Courtesy of: RHS Yearbook

Dustin would always draw things for his

Grandma

Then in 2019 Dustin got some supplies for

Christmas and decided to go back into it. How

do you stay motivated? ¨I would show my

family and they like it so I stay motivated to

keep going.¨

He loves abstract art and to Dustin it's

something where the art is in your head

instead of a picture reference.

¨I like it when people do things abstract but to

also make it have more dimension¨

Sarah Fulton

Photo Courtesy of: RHS Yearbook

¨In the past I always wanted to fit in.¨ and

¨figure out what my style was.¨

Sarah loves boho and toned down grunge. To

her style it gives her diversity. And rivertons

teacher Ms.William does the clothing design

class. And the environment in her class was so

amazing and you can even design your own

looks!
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Teacher Feature

Ms. Borgmeier!

By: Joshua McCllan

Mrs. Borgmeier is the coolest teacher you could ever have! She has

been teaching for 17 years and has been at Riverton for all of it!

Ms Borg has always wanted to be a teacher. “Instead of playing house

or barbies growing up, I played school.” She had a chalkboard as a kid

and spiral binder she called her teacher’s book. She even did it on the

road and on family camping trips using a fridge as a chalkboard.

She teaches Child Development, Interior design 1, Interior design 2,

INTD 1010, and Student Government. Next year she is going to teach

health. She wants her students to get the material that's being taught. “I

believe that the material taught in my classes is formation that will be

super useful in the future.” She hopes that her example of being kind is

the way her students follow and will want to help others.

If she could teach something that she isn't currently, it would be

performing arts of some sorts with dance, theatre etc, anything besides

math! “Math and I are not friends.”

She likes to have fun in her classes. She said, “I enjoy learning about

students and love when they share stories and examples that relate to

class.”

She wants her students to bring a positive attitude and the willingness

to work. She loves Riverton and she is honored to be a silverwolf!

Photo Courtesy of: Katherine Borgmeier

Borg is a great teacher at Riverton High School

Teacher Feature

Ms. Whitham

By: Patrick Kastner

Rebekah Whitham, epic science teacher, has been teaching at RHS for

3 years.

She wanted to be a teacher from a very young age; in fact, it was in

first grade where Ms. Whitham realized she wanted to be a teacher. In

first grade when doing math homework, she realized her teacher had an

answer key, and at that moment, it was decided, “I wanted to have all

the answers, and I want to have the key to all the tests.”

Now, Whitham didn’t start out wanting to be a science teacher,

originally she thought of being a kindergarten teacher, but she realized,

“kindergarteners drool, and you have to teach them how to cut with

scissors, and I really could not handle that.” She spent one day in a

preschool, and changed her major the very next day.

Ms. Whitham’s biggest goal is to make sure that her students come

away with an appreciation for science: “If a student comes to me and

says, ‘wait, did you hear about this?’ that’s mission accomplished.”

When asked the big question -is the earth flat?- she replied, “No it is

not flat. Let it be on record, the earth is not flat.” Unable to decide if she

likes physics or astronomy more, all her classes get the hype, especially

when she has students “Rick Roll” her when turning in assignments.

When asked what one thing she’d want people to know about herself,

Whitham said, “I can play the bagpipes,” which is very fancy, frankly.

Ms. Whitham loves visitors, so come visit her anytime to talk space,

physics, round earth, or anything!

Photo by: Patrick Kastner

Whitham outside of her classroom

What is PLT?

By: Eden Slabbert and Emma Jenson

Peer leadership team is a group of students

who serve our school and community. This is a

class that you can take however it's only

available to juniors and seniors.

They organize a lot of drug free activities like

red ribbon week. They also help out with the

education side of Silver Rush they help out a

lot with the special needs program at Kari Sue

Hamilton School, unfortunately not this year

with covid but last year and the years before

they would help out at their assigned

classrooms every week, so instead this year

they have found innovative ways to still help

them.

Instead of going in-person to assigned rooms

they have been doing projects for them, they

have a play going on and they always paint

backdrops for them.

PLT typically does not go to special needs

schools but because our RHS PLT team is so

close to Kari Sue they are lucky in that aspect, a

lot of what our PLT does is rotated towards

special needs but they play a really big role in

silver rush too.

They mostly focus on the education aspects.

Quincy Johnson says: “The SBOs focus a lot of

it on raising money and they do a lot of

informing as well, but PLT tries to focus more

on like ‘this is the issue and how can we

actually help besides just giving money.’”

Remember the weekly challenges we would

get during silver rush season? Yup PLT does

that. The Giving Machines? Also PLT.

It’s a way of giving back to the charity

without giving money. “It’s just a place where

we all get to come together through one thing

that we all love which is service and we get to

help people

and I feel like that just really unites the

community and there are students that I would

never have been able to meet if i didn't do PLT

and some of my closest friends are from there.”

- Ava Hanson

Photo Courtesy of: Emma Ghiz

Members of PLT are hanging out.
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It’s “Funner” in the Summer!

By: Alyssa Brown and Eden Slabbert

Photo By: Eden Slabbert

The sun sets below the mountains

Summer is the time for relaxing and enjoying the sun. As the

school year ends, people wonder if Covid will affect summer 2021

just as it did summer 2020. But this year shouldn’t be put on hold

again because of Corona. Students should focus on planning

activities that they believe will make it a blast even with everything

happening in the world. If you are anxious for an activity to do

either with family and friends or alone, here are just a few ideas…

For the people who like the water:

● Grab your friends and make chalk art, then bring out the

water guns and buckets and have an epic water fight.

● Have a Lake Day! Even if you can´t get a boat, just go enjoy

a lake day with swimming and fun in the sun.

● Play water games in the backyard like ‘drip, drip, drop’,

water balloons, or simply run through the sprinklers.

For the people who like an adventure

● Pull a prank on someone, i don't know what prank but

make sure it is a full on war, get everyone in on it, have an

inside man,  have a plan duh and make sure to be stealthy.

Oh make sure it’s legal.

● Go camping on the school field (with permission of

course).

● Try a new type of food. Have you ever tried escargot,

crickets, or frog legs?

● Take a day trip with friends either down to Southern Utah,

or hiking up in the mountains. Be sure to pack plenty of

snacks, and definitely let your parents know!

For the people who want a chill summer

● Stay in and pick a movie you haven't seen before or haven’t

seen in a while, and have a movie night.

● Take the chance to learn a new skill like learning a new

language(or attempting), or learning to bake something

tricky like macaroons.

● Do you like gardening? Plant your own garden and take

care of it for the Summer. In the fall, you can share your

garden, and your new knowledge with your friends.

● Are you a bookworm? Create a list of books and spend the

Summer in a whole new world.

For the social people

● Go camping with your friends Utah has a diverse landscape

filled with different camping spots. You can either stay

warm in a tent by a roaring fire in the mountains, or head

down south and sleep outside under the stars.

● Spend a day at Lagoon with friends.

● Learn a new game. Search up the rules and learn to play

with family or friends.

For the people who want more of a thrilling night with friends:

● Go up the canyon, find a good spot for setting up hammocks

and enjoy a night of hammocking, stargazing and a lot of

fun stories with friends.

● Go to a horror themed drive-in movie.

● Sit around a campfire and enjoy s’mores as you tell spooky

stories.

For the broke people:

● Picnic in the park, bring some empty canvases and paint

away while enjoying good food.

● Learn to draw something really well.

● Make a kite and fly it with friends in the park.

● Rearrange or redo your bedroom.

● Pack a lunch, and go on a bike trip with your friends.
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What’s Poppin’ in RHS

By: Jaron Millaway and Patrick Kastner

Residents of RHS were asked five questions about our Pop Culture!

There is no other way to put it, this year of

RHS hasn’t been the best. Covid has taken over

and affected our lives all around us in the halls,

the classrooms, and the lunchroom. However,

there was a ray of light, a glimmer of hope, had

arrived. Riverton High had the privilege of

hosting prom!

We were the first school to hold its prom. No

other school had their prom until late April.

We were the example to other schools as to

how a high school in the Jordan School District

could handle a mass gathering in these

conditions.

Prom Has Returned!!

By: Jaron Millaway & Molly Freeman

In order to even get into the prom dance, all

tickets were required to be paid for online.

Unlike the past years where they charged you

at the door on your school fees, you were not

available to purchase them at the door.

Another requirement was any student going

to prom must have been tested within the past

48 hours. This greatly decreased the amount of

students that have covid, making the prom

dance an even safer gathering to go to.

Photo By: Jaron Millaway

Riverton Prom had a crazy turnout despite COVID-19

Of course like any other gathering, masks were

also required in order to decrease the spread.

The theme for this year's prom was a night in

Hollywood. The halls were decorated with red

carpets, stars, spotlights, etc. It has been

reported that over 1000 students have shown

to prom.

Congratulations to Cameron Kunz for

earning the title of prom king as well as Abigail

“Abby” McDougal for earning the title of prom

queen.
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Graduation 2021

By: Eden Slabbert

Well, seniors, the time has come for us to

get our turn at a graduation. One of the

biggest experiences of our childhood dreams

is graduating from high school and now that

it's finally here there’s a lot of uncertainty and

mixed emotions going around.

With all the covid restrictions we weren't

even sure if we'd be able to have a formal,

in-person graduation at the start of this school

year, but with much patience and anticipation

RHS´s school administration have made plans

to get us the most covid-friendly graduation

they could find.

This year we will be hosting our graduation

ceremony at Real Salt Lake Academy Stadium

in Herriman on June 3rd.

Of course covid had to be taken into

consideration when they were determining the

proximity of attendants, so each student will

receive 7 tickets for family and friends to join

them at the ceremony. We will be arriving at

9:00 a.m. dressed in our graduation regalia.

Now we know graduation ceremonies

usually go on for a long time, but it is an

honor and an amazing privilege we get to have

an actual one this year.

Seniors hopefully you don’t miss out on

the activities they have for us leading up to

and after graduation: May 22nd is the Senior

Dinner Dance, this year the SBOs were told

that we were only allowed a total of two

dances so they (held at RHS at 6-9 p.m.)

May 27th is the Silverwolf Medallion

Dinner at 4:00 p.m., and the Senior Awards

Night at 5:30 p.m.. June 1st is yearbook

signing in the gym. June 2nd graduation

rehearsal at 9:00 a.m. and the graduation

parade that will start at 6:00 p.m.

June 3rd Graduation! Boondocks Grad

Party at 10 p.m. until 2:00 a.m.. Seniors these

are our last moments let’s make the most of it

and congratulations you’ve made it!

Photo Courtesy of: the counseling office

Senior Advice
By: Taylor Eaton and Carter Blackwell

You ever wondered what the seniors think about school? Now that these seniors have 13 years of school wisdom and knowledge, what advice do

they have to offer? Seniors of many kinds, including ones from athletic, drama, and academic and leadership students. We asked them for advice,

and they delivered. Here is what they said:

Mark Henderson
-Baseball-

“Stay Positive”

Morgan Jones
-band-

‘‘Do homework and study
instead of going straight

to social media.’’

Taylor Eaton
-Volleyball-

‘‘School’s not everything’’

Carli Maravilla
-art-

“Don’t eat at the
cafeteria”

Kaylee Silvey
-Music-

‘‘Find your priorities and
prioritize.’

Jaxson Howard
-Football-

‘‘Make sure you’re eating
the right things and

sleeping right.’’
’

Photos from RHS Yearbook dept.
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‘This school year tho’
By: Patrick Kastner

Image by: Patrick Kastner

Yeah, we lived life for sure this year

Okay, we’ve heard it a MILLION TIMES,

“this school year was like no other” or “despite

the challenges,” blah blah blah. Yeah, we get

it, this school year was weird - but let's take a

moment here, frankly, to just appreciate what

we did accomplish this year by looking at

what things came back this year that weren’t

here last year, and reflecting on some of the

best parts of this year, because 2020-2021

definitely had some amazing moments.

Sports that were cancelled last year, like

baseball, softball, boys soccer, and more,

finally came back and did amazingly this year!

And yes, we get to go to the games, so it was a

party. Indoor events, from MDT, Drill, and

Dance Co. competitions, and basketball all

made this school year great. With virtual

assemblies we were able to see some really

unique performances from groups through

the power of editing. Oh and yes, we had

Silver Rush, making almost 100 thousand

dollars! Let’s not forget Spirit Week: watching

students beat the daylight out of each other

with pool noodles was priceless. The Hope

Walk happened, and although I may or may

not have accidentally photobombed the Hope

Squad, it was really fun to go and melt over

that hot chocolate and cookies for such a great

cause. Prom came back, PROM!! It was a

dream come true. In 2021, Silverscreen came

back, consistently bringing new episodes

Mondays, every other week. It was awesome to

see it back in action on the big screen. The

senior dinner dance is happening, graduation

is actually happening, and the graduation

party at Boondocks is too! The school

newspaper has been printing physical copies

for the first time in years! The Pack shack has

been lighting it up - oh, and free lunches this

year with those to-go boxes, phenomenal.

So much has happened this year, and so

many things came back that we didn’t get last

year, which is tremendous. Kudos to the

SBO’s, School Administration, and all

students, teachers, and volunteers who made

this year awesome!

Graduation and Summer Feels

By: Patrick Kastner and Carson Packer

Just Graduation, then summer is virtually here Seniors, and we have the opportunity to make this summer a great one! Think of all the activities

that we can do, especially when compared to last summer. Maybe go to the moon? Nah, probably not that epic, but after surveying some seniors,

let’s see what their thoughts are on graduation and what plans they have for the summer.

How do you feel about graduation? What do you plan to do this summer?

How soon are you moving out? Are you planning a Senior Trip?

Continually, the different perspectives we got from the written responses were great. There were very interesting views between seniors who’d

enjoyed their time here- “School was crazy, nice meeting new people, and having fun at events,” even “Ain’t no party like a Riverton party,” - and

seniors who reflected but are looking to the future - “I’m excited to leave,” “High school was fun but I’m ready to be done,” and “I’m going to miss

the wood shop, as well as a bunch of great teachers, But I am ready to start working towards a new goal, other than finishing my last year here

with bang!” High School is definity an amazing part and transition of life.

One thing is interesting, though. Many people feel like high school goes by fast. One student said the advice they’d give “would be to not waste

the time you have. It may feel like high school will take forever, but it'll be over before you know it.” And that’s very true indeed; high school is a

rare time to take risks with little to lose, try new things with little consequence, meet new people at ease, and just have fun. That’s why you should

take every opportunity to get involved, and for those whose time has come to move on in life, let’s make this summer the best one ever!
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Soccer’s on a Roll

By: Carli Maravilla

Photo Courtesy of: Carter Snow

Teammates high-fiving each other

Softball Hits Big Runs on Big

Teams

By: Taylor Eaton

Softball is off to a great start this year!

These student athletes have been working hard

with hopes to take not only first in region but

first in state too!

This season they have won 16 out of the 17

games they’ve played and have continuously

swept our rival schools (Herriman and

Bingham)! “It's all the girls they are very

talented and Hardworking ” says Ms. Elliot the

head coach.

After missing a season due to

quarantine last year the boys soccer team has

returned for a full season for the first time

since 2019. It's been a close season with highs

and lows winning against Bingham, Copper

Hills, and West high school. And losing to

Herraman and Copper Hills and Jordan.

Overall, it's been a great season and it’s all tied

up 3-3.

The games they've played have been

thrilling, exciting and full of unforgettable

memories. Kyle Wood says one of his favorite

memories is “ the Bountiful game when we tied

2 to 2 in normal time and in overtime no goals

were scored and in a penalty shoot out I made

2 saves and we won 3-2”.

Photo Courtesy of: Isabella Peacock

Softball celebrates after getting that dub

This year has been really hard on all

students here at Riverton, not being able to do

activities and dances has made spring sports

and dances so much sweeter. The appreciation

felt for the opportunity to have a full season

and be able to play as a team has really been

felt this year.

Curen Cole said “ It feels great to be

able to hit the field with my boys everyday. I’m

glad Riverton is possible”. Riverton High

School has been through a lot in the last two

years and we are all so proud of our soccer

team for their patience in the pandemic, hard

work In going back after a long break, and

their dedication to our school in good times

and bad.

On May 4th softball had a great night

celebrating their four seniors; Bella, Chloe,

Bailey and Sheila while beating Jordan in the

process. Softball has worked incredibly hard

this year and as a result they won region.

Congrats softball!

Drive For show, Putt For Dough

By: Carter Blackwell

Girls golf was a team that got stuck at covid

season last year. They have bounced back this

year. They have done great too!

They are currently third in region and will

make it to state. They have a few seniors but a

young team that will be ready to do well for

the next few years. They play in tournaments

in a lot of places.

The bounce back could be hard but they gave

it a good run this year. Make sure you cheer

them on.

They will have a good run at state. They are a

well rounded team. They have a good chance

to do well in region and state. They made it to
state, taking first in their region. Go Girls Golf!

Photo Courtesy of: Mr. Nyus
Caption: top girls on riverton

Photo Courtesy of: Riverton Baseball

Riverton Baseball team poses majestically

Baseball Comes in Clutch

By: Taylor Eaton

Riverton baseball was on a roll this season

as they won 17 out of the 24 games played,

swept Herriman in three, won two out of the

three games vs Bingham, and performed well

in state.

They started the season hoping to defend

their number one ranking in region

throughout the rest of the season with Jordan

right behind them, and became region champs

Although they are focused on being the best

they can be on the field, most of them are

more concerned with their connections off the

field as well, “its not all about the wins, it’s

also about getting closer to my teammates”

says Mark Henderson, one of three seniors on

the team.
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H*ll Yah for Boys Tennis

By:Carli Maravilla

Boys Tennis here at Riverton is a party

24/7/365 . This season, especially, has been a

breath of fresh( nomal ) air from this

ab-normal year. For the seniors on the team

this is their last season and they are making it

count by making every game and practice (as I

said before) an absolute party.

However this does not mean that our riverton

tennis team is all play and no work, Senior

Christian Andrewson said, referring to their

practices “All the time is grind time” , meaning

that it is the hard work the guys do together

that brings them so close.

As for covid… well covid hasn’t held boy’s

tennis back at all Cade cooper described the

light restrictions as “ We only occasionally

have to wear masks at matches, everything is

outside so it’s not problematic” Cade also said

that for any freshman, sophomore, or junior

looking to join the team, he would recommend

it because “ It’s a super fun sport and an

amazing team vibe. I would recommend trying

out for anyone who is looking for fun”

Team morale and unity is definitely something

you can feel when being around the tennis

team which goes to show that the Riverton

High School Tennis Team is the place to be if

you're looking for a party and close friends who

love to work hard and have a good time.

Photo By: Carli Maravilla

The boys coming back from practice-  “yeeyee”

Photo By: RHS

Caption: Team pictures

It’s Lax In Lax

By: Carter Blackwell

Lacrosse is one of the fastest growing sports in America. More and more are playing every year.

That is the case here at Riverton High School as well. It has fastly become a popular sport to play and

watch.

Girls lacrosse has stars such as Megan Davenport, Sarah Davenport, Livia Sargent, and more. They

have had a competitive season and won some fun rival games. They play sixteen games before

playoffs and Megan is confident they can go far.

Most of all they have a great bond on the team. Megan Davenport talks about this very bond. She

said, “ Our plans are to have fun and get better as a team. Our coach wants us not to focus on wins

but on improving.” This takes patience and they have that as a team. The boys team is also doing

great things this year. They have a great team. They have been on their way to many wins.

They have many seniors to cheer on that have played together for years. One of them is Parker

Lillian. He loves his team. Parker said this team is like a brotherhood. He said they can also make a

good run at the playoffs this year. They get better by using film.

Watch both of the lacrosse teams this year; they are going to do great in the playoffs.

Photo By: Weston Smith

Caption: Team ran a relay with a bagel

Running Down the Competition

By: Carson Packer

This year’s track team is getting ready for

their big competitions in May. Their races at

BYU are on the 7th and 8th. Their Region

competition is on the 12th and 13th. Finally,

they have State competition on the 18th and

19th.

Senior Weston Smith says that he is

confident in Riverton’s ability in “all of the

distance events.” These events include such

races as the 4x400, 4x800, the 1600, and the

3200.

These claims are for good reason as well

because we have had some very impressive

times in these events so far this year.

TJ Warnick, Taylor O’Farrell, and Jake

Seegmiller all set records in certain events and

our girls have the state leading time in the

4x800 at this moment.

Senior TJ Warnick, who now has the second

fastest 1600m time in Riverton’s history,

credits the “consistency of the training over the

years” as the main reason for his success. The

team works really hard as a whole as well,

running “6 days a week” during the season.

We love our Track and Field team! Go

Wolves!

Photo By: Weston Smith

Caption: Some of the team hanging out
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Gary’s World!

By: Carli Maravilla

Moral of The Story

By: Ana Christensen

Hey, Silverwolves! This year has been a rough year for a lot of us

because of Covid and online school. But, there are lessons that we can

take away from this. Here is my gift to you this crazy year.

For the first time, in a long time, I feel at peace.
The painful things that had happened are now scars
in the back of my mind.
I look at each one of them as lessons that I take to heart.
Count your blessings and realize that those difficult times
are there for you to learn with an open heart and mind.
Because that is the moral of the story.
Take those lessons to heart and never forget.
Take those lessons and forgive.
Take those lessons and become someone that you are going
to be proud of one day.
Wounds may heal, but scars stay with you until the end,
So don’t ever forget the lessons they teach you.
Don’t ever forget the friends and family who helped you through
the night.
Because that is the moral of the story.

Ana Christensen posing for a picture.

Photo Courtesy of: Jaycie Haslem

My name is Ana Christensen and I am so glad to have been in

Journalism this year. It has been so fun to be a part of the School

newspaper. I am grateful for the many friends I made in Journalism

and am sad to see them go as they graduate and move on with their

lives. I am also grateful for the members of Silverscribe who will be

joining me again next year, and for those who will be joining for the first

time. I hope you all have a fantastic summer and I hope to see a lot of

you next school year!
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Arrr’ Ya Ready RHS!?

By: Jaron Millaway

Aye Aye Captain, is what you would have said if you were at the show! If

you were, you already know this show was spectacular. I was curious to

find out how MDT would pull this off. Little did I know how well they

would do so. As said by Patchy the Pirate (Lillian Richins), “This school

is one of the few schools to ever put on this show.” The story of the

Spongebob Squarepants the Musical goes as follows; It was just a

normal day, Spongebob, (Ethan Smith) was getting ready to go to work

at the Krusty Krab. Ironically, the nearby volcano started to erupt and

was about to wipe out Bikini Bottom.

Everyone decided to pack their belongings and evacuate, except for

Spongebob, who wanted to stop the volcano accompanied by Sandy,

(Saylor Miller). Meanwhile, Plankton, (Dallin Curtis), as he always

does, comes up with an evil scheme that will allow him to trap everyone

in the Chum Bucket. Plankton sways the Bikini Bottom citizens to build

a rocket, but unfortunately, the town doesn’t have the funding to build

one. They decide to livestream a music event to help build funding for

the rocket. Spongebob and Sandy, later joined using Sandys’ jetpack,

Patrick, (Staley Binks), were able to stop the volcano from erupting

using a bubble bomb. Thus, saving Bikini Bottom for another

burger-flippin day.

This nostalgic story was performed by the MDT April 15th through the

19th. I have been lucky enough to interview some of the cast members

of MDT. Such as Spongebob, (Ethan Smith), and Old Man Jenkins,

(Cameron Kunz). I asked them questions such as; “What was your

favorite part of the play?” “What was your favorite line?” and “Did you

get the part you wanted?”

Ethan Smith said: “My favorite part was the simple sponge number

because the pitch black and black lighting made the choreography super

cool!”

“My favorite line was when my spongebob accent dropped super low

and said, ‘I'M NOT FINISHED’”

“Yes, from the beginning I really wanted the Spongebob part and I was

so pumped that I got it.”

Cameron Kunz said: “My favorite part was being able to explore a fun

cartoon character, as to what it's like to be one. It was fun!”

“There is the iconic line of, ‘Get off my lawn!’”

“I think the casting did a great job and everyone who got their parts did

a great job at doing them! It was casted correctly.”

Photo By: Mr. Eaton

Cameron Kunz (left) Ethan Smith (right)

Summer Fortunes

By: Carson Packer and Taylor Eaton

To find your fortune for summer 2021:

1) Pick a number 1-10

2) Multiply by three

3) Add 6

4) Divide by 3

5) Subtract the number you chose in the

beginning from your answer (Answer -

Start)

1) You will have a really great

summer full of traveling and

long road trips with the people

closest to you. You will also eat

tons of great food and have a

really great few months overall.

2) You’ll be out with your friends

on the evening of June 18th

when a man with a gray beard,

large nose, blue eyes, and a

roundish figure approaches you

in a mineral green 2004 Toyota

Corolla. He will tell you his

name is Sydney Hamilton. His

eyes widen with fear as he tells

you, “they are approaching.”

When you ask him what he

means he answers your

question with another question:

“Do you have any spoons at

your house?

If you do, the only way to stop

them from coming for you is by

replacing every single spoon

with a spork.” Then, before you

know it, he speeds off into the

distance never to be seen again.

Enjoy your summer!

3) You should basically identify as

a fish as you are constantly in

and out of the pool. You will

have outrageous tan lines and

an enormous amount of fun in

the sun.

4) Be careful, the numbers were

not in your favor this time

around! People will constantly

back out on plans and not have

any time to spend the time with

you that you want them to. Try

to have a positive attitude and

you will come out fine.

5) Looks like you have a great

instinct because this summer

your parents have basically

forgotten you lived at home still

as you are constantly out with

your friends exploring the

outdoors and overall having an

unforgettable summer.

6) You will have a very

underwhelming summer. It

won’t be a bad experience, but

constantly sitting around doing

nothing will start to wear on you

and you will start to become

excited for the new year to start.

7) Your summer won’t have a

single dull moment. Constantly

hanging out with friends and

family and having a good time

until it's debatable whether it is

too early in the morning or too

late at night will happen almost

every day for you.

8) I'm sorry to tell you, but you've

basically been burned to a crisp.

Although you have applied

sunscreen every 15 minutes and

sat in the shade as much as

possible your skin isn't exactly

looking the best. Hope you like

the smell of Aloe Vera!

9) Your parents decide that getting

a new pet will be helpful for the

family. Luckily, they give you

the decision on what pet it will

be. Hopefully you’re ready for a

new member to the family!
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Summer Fun
Get Out Your Pencil and Play!

By: Alyssa Brown

As the weather warms up, some students begin to pack for vacation, while others focus on movie
marathons. However people choose to spend their summer, they all strive to make their break
successful. Make your summer successful by creating a goal that makes you want to get up instead
of sleeping past noon. In the meantime, let out your excitement for summer to start by grabbing a
pencil or pen...or crayon or marker...and filling out this crossword puzzle. Enjoy, and have a great
summer, Silverwolves!
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